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1. This word describes anything to do with the Moon
2. The Moon makes one of these round the Earth every month
3. This is the word for the different shapes of the Moon
4. You need a big one of these to get to the Moon
5. Someone who goes into space
6. You need this to stay alive on the Moon
7. The name of all the manned Moon missions
8. The first man on the Moon
9. Astronauts collected 382 kg of this and you can see some
10. Fine rock particles that get everywhere and stick to spacesuits
11. A rock that falls from space and lands on a planet
12. A cold continent containing the South Pole
13. A building in London where you can see meteorites and Moon rock
14. The organisation in the USA that runs all the space missions
15. The red planet
16. A large rock in space but not as big as a planet and not round
17. You can drive this on the Moon
18. The huge rocket that took men to the Moon
19. On the Moon this is about a fifth of what it is on Earth so things are not so heavy there